Want to know the modern differences?
Check out the modern doors below to see how they compare to each other. The 2 Luca door styles are a handleless design.

MODERN DOORS
STYLE DIFFERENCES

LUCA (GLOSS)  
(LACQUERED MDF)  
22MM THICK  
7 STANDARD COLOURS

LUCA (MATT)  
(LACQUERED MDF)  
22MM THICK  
11 STANDARD COLOURS

CARRERA (MATT)  
(PAINTED MDF)  
19MM THICK  
11 STANDARD COLOURS

ALTINO (GLOSS)  
(ACRYLIC FACED MDF)  
19MM THICK  
10 STANDARD COLOURS

LIVORNA (GLOSS)  
(LACQUERED MDF)  
18MM THICK  
2 STANDARD COLOURS

CENTO (MATT)  
(TEXTURED MELAMINE MFC)  
18MM THICK  
3 STANDARD COLOURS

What are modern doors constructed from?
Our modern kitchen door styles are constructed from MDF or MFC and have a gloss or matt finish.

Visit www.diy-kitchens.com for all your kitchen needs